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“Both above and below the surface of the river, there is an abundance of life that often, because of the nature of our
sport - we do not see, understand or appreciate.
When I first came to Cardiff in 1969, the Taff was in the top ten of most poluted rivers in Wales, fed by coal mining
and heavy industry from the Valleys. If you fell in, there was a maditory medical check, how thing’s have changed.
The article is written from our Club’s President - Harry Palmer. We both hope that this may prompt you as
members into looking at the other side with new interest”. - Steve Denley-Hill

Take a paddle on the Wild Side
You have seen programmes about
the Serengeti with all those exotic
animals and birds flocking to the
ever diminishing waterholes. The
Taff is an amazing gathering spot
for wild life too.
Long before we came along and
polluted this little river it would
have been THE place to meet for
most of our known creatures.
You might know that some time
ago Mink were farmed for their
fur just up the river near Radyr.
Some of these were released
by animal rights activists that
hadn’t thought through the
consequences of their actions.
Mink are vicious ferrets that are
native to North America where
they have their own predators to
keep them in check. Alas there
are very few that can take on such
clever schemers except Otters!
It is only in the last 5 years that
Mink numbers have been in

Steve - Club Vice President
and Newsletter editor

Grebes. They are similar in size to
a Moorhen or Coot but all brown.
They are summer visitors and
always return to the same place.
Returning to our Otters and
their battle with the Mink, there
are advantages for other native
creatures. The poor Water Vole
has almost been wiped out by the
Mink and Mallard Duck are lucky
to keep any of their ducklings
whilst the Mink are around.
To finish on a high, one evening
last summer I looked up and
wondered at all the different
sharp decline as our very own
was 10 years ago. Kingfishers
bats flitting about after insects
heroes have made a comeback,
have to have clean water to fish
on this balmy twilight. Cardiff
moving down from the Brecon
in. I have seen Dippers (Blackbird Castle Grounds has 16 out 17
Beacons all the way to Llandaff
sized birds with a big white bib)
different species of UK breeding
Rowing Club. Spraints have been on Black Weir and Radyr Weir.
bats. Seemly out of nowhere a
found on the landing stage and
I often see grey wagtails (Bright
Peregrine Falcon swooped in
sightings under the road bridge.
Yellow with a little grey bib)
and picked off a bat in full flight.
Couple this with regular sightings looking for insects over the rocks, What lightening reflexes these
of Kingfishers tells us that the
under the road bridge.
birds of prey must have. It all
Taff is very much cleaner than it
Look out for the shy Little
happens down the Taff.
Well Folks...edition two of the LRC Voice. Several Club Members have produced interesting
articles for this edition and there are already more promised for the next edition in two weeks
time. As ever your feedback and involvement is very important if this communication vehicle is to
work.
Please, please email me and say what you think, what you would like more of and do you have
any questions not just on club matters but relating to our sport.
If you look at the webcam on our website you’ll see a very large tree, which is over a third of the
river. Who amongst you have a wood burning stove and would like a year’s supply of fuel!
Mary Yee and I are happy to continue run these newsletters, during this lockdown, but we need
your support by sending us articles. Please share your interest with the rest of the club.
The club facebook groups continue to be full of active information - keep an eye for updates as
well as in future newsletters. Send in your articles or ask questions to: skdenleyhill@gmail.com

A Message
from

Laura
Starrs

PICTURE CAPTION
We’re looking for good fun photos to run
as a picture caption competition
(sorry no prizes - just a bit of humour!)
Please send photos to Steve, and a
caption if you can think of one... to start
the ball rolling. In this edition we have
John working on the club’s roof

Our Club Captain

Hello Everyone
I hope this edition of the newsletter finds you well.
You may have seen updated advice from British Rowing this week
about relaxing some restrictions on private rowing. I want to be
clear with you all that this advice does not apply in Wales and the
club continues to be closed for all activities. We are following the
advice of Welsh Government and Welsh Rowing which is clear
that all rowing activities must continue to be suspended.
I realise that this is frustrating for everyone, especially given the
fine weather and river conditions we’ve had recently. I feel that
frustration too, but it is important that we continue to do all we
can to stay at home and practice social distancing. The more we
can do now, the faster the infection rate will come down and the
sooner we can restart some rowing activities. I really appreciate
all you have done and continue to do by staying away from the
club at this time. What you’re doing is important, and it does
make a difference.
In the meantime, there are plenty of virtual opportunities to
train with fellow “Llandaffers” with both junior and adult circuit
classes being held throughout the week. Welsh Rowing run a
weekly challenge and the Cardiff to Wuhan row, run, cycle that
many of our members are taking part in is still on the go. We’re
well over one third of the way there and have passed halfway in
our fundraising targets for the Noah’s Ark Charity and Refuge. At
this rate we may have to attempt a return journey! If you would
like to join in but don’t know how, just drop me a line and ask.
Earlier this week I chaired a meeting of the Rowing sub-committee
where we started discussions on how to return to rowing when
we are finally allowed to do so. I can’t say when that might be but
we have started to think about how to prepare the club and our
members for a limited return to rowing. Access is likely to be very
restricted at first and we will be guided by the advice of Welsh
Rowing. It’s very early days for this work but I will let you know
more about our plans when I can.
Stay safe and I hope to see you soon
Laura

John McTeague doing his bit for social distancing
- Steve -

John, stop trying to fix the satellite dish, there’s no
Live Sports programmes currently on TV...
- Mary -

If you can think of another photo caption, we’d love
to hear from you. Send your funny caption via email to
Steve and we’ll print them in our next edition.

Junior Squad and Students
We would love to hear from you.
Do you have any interesting tales, you’d like
to share with the rest of the club.
How do you feel about the lockdown and not
being able to go to school/university, see your
friends or train at the club.
Are you going to Uni next year or is it your final
year at Uni, how does this effect you?
We’d love to hear your story.
Please contact Steve for the next edition.
skdenleyhill@gmail.com

75th VE Day
Anniversary

ergo challenge
To commemorate the 75th VE
anniversary Emily Brace and Stephen
Cox took to the ergo to pay their
respects by completing 75km’s
between them.
Emily says, “Not a drop in the ocean
when we think of what our WW1 & WW2
veterans experienced, along with our
current service men/women....”
50km completed straight through by
Stephen and Emily’s 25kms on the
dynamic erg (6 minute break) in a
total of 5 hours 19minutes 16 seconds.
Well done both, what a superb effort.

Half Marathon on an Ergo...

Whilst the Masters and Seniors were training hard for the 9,038km Cardiff to Wuhan Challenge, one decided to
do a half marathon on the ergo, and before long it became a second challenge. Talk about competitiveness...
Well done to all who ahceived this. Updates on the 9,038km challenge, see the last page....
Paul

Ellie

Matt
Huw

Jack
Nick

3 Peaks Isolation Challenge
Junior Squad Update

by Sarah Thomas - Junior Head Coach
To keep fitness and momentum within
juniors during lock down, the Junior
Coaches have set challenges for them,
the first was the ‘3 Peaks Isolation
Challenge’ to climb the Three Peaks :
Scafell Pike, Ben Nevis and Snowdon on
stairs at home, during lock down and self
isolation.
Thirty-one completed the challenge
raising funds towards buying a sculling
boat for the end of lock down and for
‘Hafal’ the children’s mental health
charity.
After completing this challenge, they are
now nearing the end of a squat
challenge, 7563 sculling squats (equal to
a stroke) to row the length of the Taff.
Hafal is Wales’ Member-led Charity
supporting people with mental health
problems – with a special emphasis on
those with a serious mental illness – and
their carers and families, and others with
a range of disabilities and their carers
and families.
Hafal means ‘equal’. Their aim is to
achieve equal access to health and social
care, housing, income, education and
employment for everyone in Wales
affected by a mental illness and/or
disability, and their carers and families.
To find out more about Hafal, visit,
www.hafal.org
If you would like to donate please visit:
https://www.justgiving.com/hafal

How the Junior Squad raised money for ‘Hafal’

and for a new sculling boat during the lockdown

3 Peaks Isolation
Challenge

Together 105028m *)

Llandaff Rowing Club

Ben Nevis 1345m
Snowdon 1065m Total 3388m
Scafell Pike 978m
Together we climbed a total of 40556 Staircases
31 Juniors took part in the challenge

Llandaff Rowing Club

*) Estimated as not everybody provided staircase measurements
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HAFAL

zoom they have also had a pizza night, and a Friday
Hafal provides a wide range of services including employment training, housing support, in-patient care, resource
Curry
and Quiz night, with more plans coming up.
centres, early intervention services, inpatient advocacy, respite opportunities, criminal justice liaison, information and
signposting, and much more!
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The Empire and Commonwealth Games

Cardiff, Wales - July 1958...but rowing took place in Llanberis, as Ian Hall writes...
Stephen Roll, who had won a bronze medal for Australia in the coxless
pairs in the 1958 Games, was coaching some friends of mine in 2016 and
came to Henley Masters both as coach and to scull.
Back in 1958, I had not started rowing and my parents would not have
thought of driving all the way to North Wales to watch the rowing. As
part of a school party I had gone to one day to see the athletics at the
old rugby stadium at Cardiff Arms Park and my parents had taken me
to watch cycling at Maindy Stadium where Don Skene (Skene Cycles,
Newport Road) won a bronze medal.
By the time I joined Llandaff Rowing Club 5 years later, the Club
conversations were always about the Luke twins’ (Jerry and Tim) silver
medal success in the Games in Perth, but I had learnt very little about
the actual 1958 event.
So when I was told Stephen would be over from Sydney, I thought
I ought to see whether there were any Club members who had been
there. Sad to report that many of those involved have passed away, but
I did find that Lyn Parsons had been there. Lyn was a keen member
of Llandaff in the 1950’s but his work took him to Bedford in the 1960’s
where he rowed, and became captain, of Star Rowing Club. He kindly
scanned some photos he had taken of the event.
For the Games no suitable rowing water had been identified in Cardiff, it
was decided to hold the rowing on Lake Padarn at Llanberis. The Royal
Engineers sent a squad of 100 men a couple of months in advance to
set up the 2000m course, the jetties, the stand and also the tentage
for the “more than 100” competitors, coaches and officials that would
be present. Two lanes of buoys were laid, and lane target markers set
which appear to be balloons in Lyn’s photos.
A number of Llandaff members volunteered to assist on the day, and
they drove up a day or two in advance and set up camp alongside the
lake. The day itself was grey and windy. Llandaff members assisted on
entrances and stages. The lake was so rough that Stephen Roll told me
he was hoping they would delay racing, but no doubt the presence of
the Duke of Edinburgh prohibited this. The finish judges were housed in
a structure build on two pontoons. One of these pontoons started to fill
with water, but fortunately the racing was completed before it filled and
the structure keeled over. Wales got a bronze medal in the coxless four
– a crew containing the Edwards brothers who subsequently rowed
with the Lukes in Perth.
I have not seen any film of the rowing but Cardiff Council celebrated
the upgrade of Maindy Stadium with a film:- https://player.bfi.org.uk/
free/film/watch-vith-british-empire-commonwealth-games-wales-1826-july-1958-online

Dressed for the day

Washing facilities

The Llandaff Rowing Club camp

After the VIIIs, showing the balloons used as steering targets

The Duke of Edinburgh preenting the medals

The judging pontoon sank shortly after the end of racing

An experience to remember by Tony Hepburn, High Performance Coach LRC

Freezing Nights and Falling Rocks
										

Dhaulagiri 2019

4 km high West Face. Huge rock faces, snow fields and ice cliffs,
one on top of the other rise above the Italian Base Camp. The camp
is a contrastingly tranquil place of lawn-like terraces, a few low
buildings and vegetable plots including a small poly-tunnel.
The next day we walk high up alongside the West Face to help
acclimatise and then back to the camp. At 3,600m the effects of
altitude are noticeable. We are going to a 5,400m pass in a few days
and need to take small daily increases to avoid problems. The walk
provides a dramatic view of our onward route; over a small, steep
glacier and up a dark, narrow gorge with cliff sides over 2,000m
high. That night, as the cold starts to dominate, my camera batteries
fail – should have bought new ones.
As we start walking into the gorge the following morning it is iced
up, frozen in the shadow of the cliffs. A couple of hours later, the
route moves onto a glacier that we will be on for the next four days.
This one is bare ice scattered with thin stones and boulders, which
is typical of Himalayan glaciers at low altitude. Crevasses are easy
to see and sub-glacial streams are audible through bottomless holes.
The scene opens out into an ablation valley with steep, loose rubble
walls, hundreds of metres high. These are topped by peculiarly out
of place grassy terraces which are patrolled by a couple of eagles
riding the updraft. Towers of mud and stone make up part of the
walls in bizarre structures that look like they shouldn’t be able to
stand up. That night is the first we spend on the glacier.
Now at over 4,000m, everything is freezing up and life is getting
progressively harder. My fingers are breaking up with the cold and
tying up boots has become painful. One person’s cough has started
Banging my head off the roof of the jeep as we bounce along, the to infect others and a member of our group who is a retired doctor
eight hour drive to Dharapani is a mix of pleasure and purgatory. and director of public health, recons it will hard to avoid.
It’s the first day of Diwali and Nepal is on holiday and decorated. A
troupe of dancers, impeccably dressed and well rehearsed, halts our
progress to perform in the middle of the track and extract some cash
before the road climbs into the edge of the mountains.
The first few days walking are through lush terraced pastures and
small villages, busy with the start of harvest (millet, barley and lots
of green stuff). We are camping throughout the trip as there are
few tea houses in this area and none in the high mountains. The
trek team is 35 people including five Sherpa, a catering crew, a small
group of porters to help get us over the high pass and a team of
donkeys. Hot and sunny during the day, there are glimpses of snow
covered peaks up side valleys, but they seem strangely small as the
perspective is confusing. It is not till the fifth day that we turn a
corner in a ravine and come face to face with the bulk of Dhaulagiri’s
This was my fourth trip to Nepal and, seeking something remote,
quiet and spectacular the circuit of Dhaulagiri was touted as
exceptional. It is the seventh highest mountain in the world, but
is little known. It could have been famous as the first peak over
8,000m to be climbed and it was the primary objective of Maurice
Herzog’s 1950 expedition. However, they decided it was too difficult
and went up Annapurna just across the valley to the west instead.
Many years ago, climbing a satellite peak of Annapurna was enough
to put me off high altitude climbing. This trip was a walk – albeit up
ravines, over glaciers and through deep, soft snow.

A full day on the glacier takes us to the actual Base Camp at 4,700m,
as close as is comfortable to the North Face of Dhaulagiri. Clear
conditions turn to blizzard as it gets dark and in a few hours we are
covered by half a metre of snow, which we have to clean it off the
tents regularly. The rumble of avalanches and rock falls becomes the
background noise to life. That evening the food store has frozen and
the potatoes are cooked on the outside and raw inside. Another day’s
acclimatisation is necessary, spent trying to stay warm in continuing
storms with ventures out of the tent to appreciate the high mountain
drama. At dinner it is clear half the group have picked up the illness;
some look in a bit of a state with swollen faces.
The morning is overcast with the hope of the cloud lifting. Very
cold, we set off to cross the French pass, 700 m higher and on to the
next camp in the Hidden Valley at 5,100m. Ten minutes into the
walk the person in front of me says he feels faint and throws up. The
lead Sherpa takes control with the doctor. Fortunately, as we have
only just left the camp he can be helped back to a site for helicopter
evacuation. It transpired later that the Sherpa had to persuade the
helicopter base at Kathmandu that the conditions were ok to fly in
rather than the actual dubiously reality of low cloud.
Walking up to the French Pass is taxing and slow due to the altitude.

Intimately close to the mountain’s cliffs, it is at first interesting then
perturbing to watch a powder snow avalanche head in our direction,
wondering if it will reach us. ‘We won’t wait here, it’s too dangerous,’
says the Sirdar and I start across a steep loose slope, picking up the
speed and avoiding a rock that comes bounding down the slope by
a metre or two. Grinding our way up, the Hidden Valley comes into
view as we climb over the top of the pass. Behind us is a dramatic
scene of rock and ice, while in front is a wide, arid plain surrounded
by rounded peaks. This is the monsoon divide; heavy rainfall to the
south in Nepal and India, while to the north the arid high altitude
Tibetan plateau. It is no warmer however, and the combination of
a gale blasting over the featureless plain makes it an uncomfortable
place to camp.
The route went over the Dhampus Pass the next day, staying over
5,000m for most of the time, traversing across soft, deep snow to
take us above the Kali Gandaki valley. We finally come out of the
snow as we drop steeply into the valley and walk into Yak pastures
with views of villages far below and eagles circling above.
It was a battered and not very well group that made it back to the
valley a day later to celebrate the adventure with the Nepalese crew
and a few bottles of apple brandy.

The first and hopefully the last
You travel somewhere exciting, thousands of miles from home to do something you
enjoy. You get there and start unravelling when suddenly you’re told a worldwide
pamedemic is rapidly unfolding and a rapid unscheduled return home is essential...

- Club Member Sue Hoddell tells us more
I’ve never been repatriated before but then I’ve never been
in the middle of a pandemic before. Covid 19 was already
in Britain before I left and so the idea of going abroad didn’t
seem like a good one but as the holiday company hadn't
cancelled, I went. Even getting there was a trial, trouble at
the airport before the flight landed meant a detour and a
delay. Then another hour and a half spent standing in a hot
and frustrated queue of people waiting to get a health and
temperature check before being allowed onto Cape Verde.
Next, a wait at the airport for people due to join the holiday
who didn’t turn up. Just 7 out of the 15 of us had decided to
brave it. Finally we arrived at our hotel at 5am.
The first couple of days meant more travel. An internal
flight to a smaller island, walks, dinner, a ferry the next
day to an even smaller island and all the while the group
discussing how long it would be before trouble struck. On
the third day of our trip we experienced a glorious full day
walk in the Cape Verdean sunshine. Think the Great Wall of
China meets the terraces of Machu Picchu. Our homestay
was in a remote village, beers bought from the one shop that
services the small cluster of houses and food wonderfully
fresh and local. We finally found ourselves in a proper
holiday mood. Another day’s walking in the striking scenery
meant we settled in for dinner with some optimism that

we might actually get a holiday. Cape Verde is a delight for
walking and our island felt removed from any of the worries
and stresses of our everyday lives. The mood was chilled as
we shared dinner and chatted about the days behind us and
the experiences shared. When we fell quiet for our briefing
on the next day, the news came as if never expected. Cape
Verde had closed its borders and we were being repatriated.
The first question was how to get home from this beautiful
but remote destination and much to our concern, the details
are not clear. An early start the next morning for the ferry
is the first step and then another internal flight. After that,
there is a vague plan to fly us through several European
countries. We are all instantly subdued and head straight to
our rooms.
The ferry port the next morning seemed much the same as
when we arrived only two days before but the much larger
number of white faces on the ferry show that overseas
visitors are all heading back to the airports. The airport too
is busy and we desperately try and spend some of our local
currency and get a good meal whilst we can. We land on a
God awful flat salt plain of an island, popular with tourists
for its sandy beaches and clear seas and at least our resort
has lovely bars on the waterfront for a few beers in the sun.
The hotel we stay in hosts us and one other couple.

The local guide tells us that we should expect to fly to
Luxembourg the next day and then Heathrow via Paris
the day after. It sounds like a plan with much opportunity
for something to go wrong but we are stuck with it. More
worryingly, we have no paperwork to support the travel
arrangements and feel we have no guarantee of getting
on the flights if indeed they actually take off. It’s a really
uncomfortable feeling and the stress levels are clear in all of
us but we put on a good show of dealing with it. I think we
are all comforted by knowing that we are in this together
and we trust that we will look after one other even though
we have only recently met. The experience is bonding.
Several phone calls the next morning get us through to
a lady from our travel company called Emily and she
quickly responds to our request and sends us the flight
details, airline locator number and flight numbers and
using the hotel wifi we manage to check in on-line for
the first flight and book ourselves a hotel for the night in
Luxembourg. There is a strong hope that we don’t get stuck
there, the budget would be severely stretched by the cost of
a lockdown there. The airport in Sal is total chaos. All the
staff are in masks and gloves, the travellers tense and edgy,
arguments at the check in desks over bags exceeding the
luggage allowance and flights full or ammended add to the
heated atmosphere. The departure lounge is full of people
milling around, no one able to settle for long and wanting
to be first in the queue for their flight in case the plane is
overbooked. Bizarrely, when we queue for the plane we
are asked to keep 2 metres apart, everyone fully aware that
once on the plane we will be rammed in like sardines. In
spite of all the stresses, we are delighted to be on the plane
and on our way to Europe. The flight goes without incident
and also without food, none of the planes are now carrying
any stocks other than water and maybe the odd packet of
biscuits.
In Luxembourg, the total insanity of the whole thing
continues as our taxi to the hotel gets lost, the taxi driver
grumbling repeatedly in French and us unable to do any
more than repeat the hotel address. We thought we were
unlucky, in the other taxi they break down twice and have
to get out and push! Once at the hotel the nice young man
on the reception desk tries to deal with the difficulty of 7
rooms all booked in the same name having been rejected
by the computer, processing our passports and getting us
our room keys whilst the hotel manager comes out from
his office to berate us for all standing in the reception area.
Only 3 people at a time he says or the police will arrest us.
He cannot believe that those rules were not in place where
we came from or in Britain. We are too tired and fed up to
argue or to bother moving, the priority being getting to bed
for another early start; the holiday has been full of them.
Next day we avoid further disasters by getting a minibus
taxi together and arrive at an eerily deserted airport.
Breakfast consists of coffee from the vending machine
and cereal bars rescued from the bottom of the rucksacks.
Outside, it starts to snow. The whole thing is beyond

surreal. Signs in the airport again insist that we stay apart
in the queues before boarding the plane. No airport
announcements make it even stranger and so we sit close to
the screen and check it obsessively. Unexpectedly our flight
boards on time and is full, of people but no food. We sit on
the runway as they de-ice the plane for take off, watching
the snow through the window and feeling very thankful
that this country is not brought to halt by a sprinkling of the
white stuff. Next stop Paris and an equally deserted Charles
De Gaulle airport. We have 8 hours to kill here and even
though there are still no guarantees of the next flight, we all
have some hope of actually getting back home. One shop
provides sandwiches and snacks so we stock up and then
sleep, read and watch our phones. With so many empty
seats there is plenty of room to stretch out. The departure
board reads as a long list of flights cancelled but ours slowly
creeps round. With a tangible surge of relief we board and
the last leg of our epic journey gets underway. I’d love that
to be the end of the tribulations but of course there is always
more.
We make it home but our bags don’t so we queue in
Heathrow to fill out lost luggage forms and say our farewell
to each other. Hugs all round are well deserved but we make
do with elbow bumps and I waste no time getting a taxi
back to the hotel where my car has been sitting for 7 days,
four of those were holiday, two travelling within Cape Verde
and 3 days spent getting home. The gravity of the situation
at home hits me as I find the hotel where my car is parked
in complete lockdown, 6 burly security guards on the front
entrance. Stopping on the way home for a coffee and a break
would be sensible but I drive straight back and fall into the
house for the glass of wine that has had my name on it for
the last 3 days. Two days later we are in lockdown.

Row/Run/Cycle Challenge
9,038km from Cardiff to Wuhan

The story so far...
4,287km down, nearly half way to Wuhan and more
and more people joining the effort. They’ve also raised
£1,565 for the charities, so far...
Following the Seniors and Masters Squad’s journey,
with a weekly update and video on facebook, twitter
and our website... Raising money for two worthy
charitites - Noah’s Ark and Rufuge.
Please help and support them by donating...
Go to the ‘Just Giving’ website and search for ‘Llandaff Rowing Club’.
‘Noah’s Ark’ – https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/llandaff-rowing-club2
‘Refuge – https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/llandaff-rowing-club1

BE SAFE AND STAY AT HOME - unless you’re outdoors exercising alone!
For the next edition of our Newsletter, if you need further information please contact Steve at: skdenleyhill@gmail.com
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